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"Review 2016, Look to 2017" by Luo Jie, 
CSGF Secretary-General

Recently, Luo Jie, Secretary-

General of China Sporting Goods 

Federation (CSGF) reviewed the 

development of China's sporting 

goods industry in 2016 and looked 

to the year of 2017. He believes 

that with the advent of "new 

golden age" of second wave of 

consumption in sporting goods 

market, the industry undergoes 

sound development as a whole, 

but confronts great challenges 

like transformation and upgrading, 

supply-side reform, especially for 

the vast majority of SMEs.

With the release of various 

favorable policies and increasing 

awareness of national fitness, 

sporting goods industry began to 

pick up as of 2014, and will usher 

in the best times gradually with the 

boom of sports industry in the future.

Throughout the development 

of sporting goods industry in 

2016, different categories vary in 

development status. Sportswear 

and footwear industry is expected 

to a gradual pickup. "A few giants" 

are picking up and gradually 

consolidating their leadership 

position. In terms of the market 

pattern, a few brands started to 

succeed in a competitive market 

place, while some second- and 

third-tier brands that have not 

kept pace or suffer unsuccessful 

transformation are gradually driven 

out of the market. With the increase 

of fitness clubs and diversification 

of operation pattern, f i tness 

equipment industry has witnessed 

the substantial improvement of 

overall competitiveness compared 

with the past. The development of 

sub-categories basically remains 

stable with a slight rise, such as 

venue facilities, ball games, roller 

skating, etc.

1. "Golden age" is different from 

that of the past.

Since 2014, a succession of 

favorable policies has been issued 

in the sports industry. National 

fitness has been upgraded to a 

national strategy, and the public 

awareness of sports fitness has 

been awakened. In the opinion 

of Luo Jie, the environments of 

policy, society and public opinion 

have been fully mobilized today. 

Especially mass sports is in the 

stage of rapid development, and 

everyone in the participation of 

sports needs appropriate sporting 

goods, such as sportswear and 

footwear, racket, and snowboard. 

This definitely exerts the most 

direct impact on the sporting 

goods industry. The industry hasn't 

developed as rapidly as in the past, 

but still "achieves fruitful results for 

these two years."

For instance, ANTA became 

the first Chinese sporting good 

enterprise to be l isted in the 

"Hundred Million Clubs" in 2015. 

Li-Ning turned the tide and even 

began to make profits for the first 

time since 2012.

According to the data released 

by General Administration of Sport 

and National Bureau of Statistics 

not long ago, the total output (scale) 

of national sports industry in 2015 

amounted to RMB1.7 trillion, an 

increase of RMB549.4 billion. It 

accounted for 0.8% of GDP over 

the same period. The total output 

of sporting goods and related 

product manufacturing reached 

RMB1.1 trillion, an increase of 

RMB275.6 billion. It accounted for 

65.7% and 50.2% of total output 

and increase of the sports industry 

respectively. CIConsulting Industry 

Research Center predicted that the 

sporting goods market scale was 
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expected to reach about RMB240 

billion by 2020 and the compound 

growth rate would be about 10% in 

the next five years.

However, Luo Jie added that 

this round of development was 

different from "golden age" of 

sporting goods in the first decade 

of this century in nature. In the past, 

there is a short of sporting goods, 

so the public had to use what they 

had and what were produced. In 

comparison, the public nowadays 

have become more aware of 

sports which means they begin to 

take it serious, and thus have more 

specific and professional demands 

with great variety. As a result, 

many segment and professional 

markets come into being and are 

boosted, including traditional shoes 

and apparel.

L u o  J i e  s u g g e s t e d  t h i s 

development trend and "leading 

reference" of the industry was 

demonstrated in China Sport Show 

organized by China Sporting Goods 

Federation. "At present, we have 

begun to take into account the 

exhibitions of segment industries.

2. Consumers are not easily 

induced and the industry  is 

confronted with reshuffle.

Luo Jie maintained the biggest 

change in the wake of increasing 

awareness of national fitness was 

that consumers cannot be easily 

induced. The focus on consumer 

demands shifted from price to 

quality and demand.

Sporting goods industry, in 

spite of sound development as 

a whole in 2016, confronted the 

outbreaks of business failure, 

substantial unemployment and 

pay cut. In this regard, Luo Jie 

thought "sports industry curve" had 

kept growing, but in the traditional 

sports manufacturing industry, 

some local small businesses 

closed in large scale. As a matter 

of fact, the change of consumer 

demand brought about industry 

elimination and reshuffle. In the 

past, extensive expansion model 

prevai led. Some businesses 

supplied only single product for 

long, leading to serious industry 

homogeneity. But the consumer 

market  was segmented and 

divided, which required upgrading 

and subdividing technological 

content and specialty of products. 

Nevertheless, some traditional 

manufacturing businesses are not 

ready for this change.

Luo Jie thought it a "normal 

phenomenon", or even a "good 

phenomenon" .  In  h is  v iew, 

consumer demand is upgraded, 

which will impel the acceleration 

of industry transformation and 

upgrading, strengthen the supply-

side reform, and emphasize 

product development, channel 

optimization and operational 

capacity. When some backward 

bus inesses are  e l im inated, 

squeezed market space will be re-

allocated. Chinese sporting goods 

industry will enter the stage of 

intensive growth.

Industry giants even l ike 

ANTA, Li-Ning are faced with 

fierce global competition with 

international brands.

3. Is it just a false prosperity? 

S u s t a i n a b l e  c o n s u m p t i o n 

capacity is the key.

In this new normal economy, 

sporting industry rose against 

recession-hit market and became 

a new investment hotspot. Luo 

J i e  a g r e e d  h e  h a d  i n d e e d 

witnessed the flourishing scene 

that enormous capital flowing 

into sporting industry over past 

two years. But is it just a false 

prosperity? The key is whether 

consumption is truly achieved, 

sustainable and stable.

For example, the concept 

of "Internet plus sports" once 

prevailed, leading to a flood of 

O2O (online to offline) sports 

entrepreneurship. It was usually 

stuck in the link of "turn transaction 

to reality" in spite of the busy online 

traffic. Luo Jie cited an example 

that the fitness industry is booming 

in recent years. Some vendors of 

equipment sales also follow the 

trend of opening a fitness club. 

"Low price competition is still the 

top choice. Some even ask for 

only two or three thousand for a 

two-year fitness card, which is to 

stimulate impulse consumption. 

Once got the card, you'll never 

appear in the club. Sustainable 

consumption is impossible without 

consumption for the second time."

He pointed out that sustainable 

and stable sports consumption 

depends on the improvement 

of economic life standard, the 

guidance of government and public 

opinion, and more importantly, 

what kind of products and services 

are available in the market, that is, 

"supply-side reform".

To adapt to the upgrading 

and segmentation of consumer 

demands, sporting goods industry 

need carry out "supply-side" 

reform, whose key is to provide 

multi-level products and services 
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for meeting multi-level consumer 

demands. At the same time, the 

transformation and upgrading 

of sporting goods industry need 

shift from product to service in the 

future.

Luo Jie believed that, products, 

expensive or not, are "one and 

you're done" affairs and have fixed 

prices, while there's much value-

added space for service. Long-

term and high-quality service is 

difficult to be replaced.

Service is of huge potential in 

"Internet plus" development. It's 

impossible to solely rely on the 

Internet that creates consumer 

demands in experience-oriented 

sports industry. Technology and 

assistance of the Internet enables 

consumers have access to better 

and more humanized consumption 

experience.

"L e t  us  sa y ,  n o  t im e  to 

exercise may not be entirely an 

excuse in modern society. Time 

cost is indeed a restraining factor 

for sports. Therefore, we need 

to improve efficiency by means 

of the Internet, Internet of Things 

and technical methods. In this 

way, consumers can do physical 

exercises in a near place around 

the clock."

4.  With the reform of  China 

Sporting Goods Federation, what 

opportunities are waiting ahead 

for future development of the 

industry?

The past year is of great 

significance for China Sporting 

Goods Federation. As pilot unit 

of "de-administration" reform 

by Chinese Sports Industry 

Associat ion, China Sport ing 

Goods Federation formally put into 

independent operation in 2017. 

Luo Jie has too many thoughts 

about "the first year".

Above all, he feels there is so 

much to be done. In his words, as 

part of early developed industry in 

China's sports field, it's no problem 

for survival of the whole industry. 

We should care more about how 

to promote healthy development 

of the industry to realize stable 

consumption, especially in the 

situation that a great number of 

emerging segment industries comes 

into being with the fitness boom.

Standardization is very important 

in future development.

" F o r  e x a m p l e ,  w i t h  t h e 

development of national fitness 

and school sports, the construction 

of stadiums and venues has 

developed by leaps and bounds 

over past two years. Nevertheless, 

the running track scandal struck 

a heavy blow to the industry and 

provoked deep reflection last year.

T h e  f u t u r e  w o r k  o f  t h e 

Federation will be segmented to 

a larger extent. We'll attach more 

importance to industry guidance 

and services. For the present, 

we have established as many as 

seven professional committees like 

the committee of artificial turf.

" F o r  t h e  p r o f e s s i o n a l 

committees of segment industries, 

the Federation will offer support 

a n d  s e r v i c e  i n  a s p e c t s  o f 

government communicat ion, 

industry exchange, media publicity, 

in ternat ional  exchange and 

standardization for their better 

development."

In addition, we will also actively 

guide businesses to carry out 

public welfare activities and provide 

public service for the improvement 

of industry image and reputation.
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On April 25, 2016, the 34th 

China International Sporting Goods 

Show 2016 (hereinafter China Sport 

Show 2016) concluded successfully 

in Fuzhou Strait International 

Convention and Exhibition Center. 

As 2017 approaches, we have 

summarized six keywords for the 

China Sport Show 2016.

 

Keyword I: Four Visits to Fuzhou

It's the fourth time that China 

Sport Show has been held in 

Fuzhou. This Show has attracted 

mil l ions of visitors, and also 

reached an unprecedented scale 

of exhibition areas and exhibitors. 

In China Sport Show 2016, there 

were nearly 1,200 exhibitors of 

enterprises, with the exhibition area 

increasing from 126,000 m2in 2015 

to 130,000 m2; there were 86,000 

visitors with a YoY increase of 10%, 

and the number of visiting person-

time basically remained 120,000 

flat compared with the previous 

year. These figures have absolutely 

proved that China Sport Show 2016 

has been further developed and 

achieved a new altitude after China 

Sport Show 2015.

Keyword I I :  Exhib i t ion Area 

Expansion

In China Sport Show 2016, 

some adjustments were made 

to the division of exhibition areas. 

Compared with the previous years, 

the biggest changes are in the 

stadium facilities and construction 

exhibition area. The area of 22,000 m2 

for stadium facilities and construction 

exhibition area in this Show is 

unprecedented in scale, second only 

to the commercial/household fitness 

equipment exhibition area. With 273 

enterprises gathered, it has proved a 

success expansion.

Keyword III: New Era of Made in 

China

In China Sporting Goods 

Industry Summit 2016, 39 guests 

including representatives and 

directors of Global Sporting Goods 

Industry, representatives of China 

Sporting Goods Federation, well-

known economists, representatives 

of investment agencies, as well 

as academic researchers were 

invited on-site to discuss these hot 

issues in sporting goods industry 

and sports industry so as to break 

through a new structure.

The Whi te  paper  on the 

Development of China Sporting Goods 

Industry 2015, released by Mr. Li 

Hua, the chairman of China Sporting 

Goods Federation, has pointed out 

the direction for Chinese sporting 

goods industry to step into a "new 

era of made in China".

K e y w o r d  I V :  P r o p o r t i o n  o f 

Sporting Goods Manufacturing

Recently, General Administration 

of Sport of China and National 

Bureau of Statistics of China have 

jointly launched the data of industrial 

scale and added value of national 

sports industry in 2015. As data 

shown, the total output (scale) of 

Interpretation of Six Keywords
--The Impressive China Sport Show 2016
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national sports industry in 2015 

is RMB1.7 trillion, with an added 

value of RMB549.4 billion, taking up 

0.8% of GDP at the same period; 

of which the total manufacturing 

output of sporting goods and related 

products is RMB1.1 trillion, with an 

added value of RMB275.6 billion, 

accounting for 65.7% and 50.2% 

in the total output and added value 

in the national sports industry 

respectively.

The series of figures has proved 

that, in the structural upgrading 

and transforming sports industry, 

sporting goods manufacturing 

industry remains the core and pillar 

for the development of national 

sports industry in the short- and 

medium term.

K e y w o r d  V :  I n n o v a t i o n  & 

Interconnection

In China Sport Show 2016, most 

of sporting goods were showing the 

trends of intelligence, socialization, 

and interaction. Moreover, under the 

influence of the successful bid for 

the 2022 Winter Olympics by Beijing, 

the outdoor/roller-skating/cycling 

exhibition area became very popular. 

Such vocabularies as "on-chip 

generation", "intelligence", and "roller 

skating 4.0 revolution" have been 

the signs of intelligent upgrading and 

transforming of the outdoor/roller-

skating/cycling exhibition area.

This Show has also carried out 

deep cooperation with JD outdoor 

channel to help sporting goods 

enterprises further promote the 

online channel and get through both 

online and offline sale platforms.

Meanwhile, the organizing 

committee of China Sport Show 

2016 has organized business 

communication activities for overseas 

VIP purchasers, provided with 

normalized one to one discussion 

of business and trade, specifically 

enabled the newly upgraded visitor 

management database, and 

integrated three invitation channels 

of mass emailing, mass texting, and 

call center. The series of innovative 

measures has not only provided more 

opportunities for communications 

between the local brands and 

international markets, but also 

realized the increase of visitors in both 

the international and national pre-

registration.

Keyword VI: Sporting China Sport 

Show 2016

 To meet the market trend of 

sporting goods led by Marathon 

that is currently in style, China 

Sport Show 2016 set up the first 

running special area during the 

Show, cooperating with Intersport 

and Lexing Sport. More than 400 

runners from over 10 running 

groups took part in activities, such as 

5 km Challenge, 10 km Health Run, 

and Group Relay.

In addition, fitness workshops 

were held at the same time. The 

total area for the workshops was 

over 2,500 m2, with 10 classrooms 

provided for 42 top lecturers to 

deliver 97 periods. A total of more 

than 400 people were involved in.

During China Sport Show 2016, 

there were 33 activities held in five 

categories of high-level forum, 

interaction experience, performance 

and demonstration, business 

and t rade communicat ions, 

and concurrent conferences. 

These series of set activities 

further stressed the interaction 

and participation of enterprises. 

Enterpr ises'  sel f-organized 

activities increased, and the activity 

system headed towards a more 

specialized and functional direction 

of management, which truly made 

the Show into sporting.
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Recently, journalists were 

in formed by  the  organ iz ing 

committee of China International 

Sporting Goods Show (hereinafter 

China Sport Show) that, the annual 

China Sporting Goods Industry 

Summit (hereinafter the Summit) 

will be held on May 22, 2017 in 

Shanghai. The preparatory works 

are steadily being carried on.

The Summit 2017 will continue 

to be consisted of China Sporting 

Goods Industry Annual Summit, 

China Sports Venues and Facilities 

Forum 2017, and China National 

Fitness Forum 2017.

According to Ms. Wang Lei, 

the person in charge of Event 

Planning Department of China 

Sporting Goods Federation, which 

is the organizer of the Summit, the 

2017 annual theme now is defined 

as "Up to the New Level", It has 

formed two main content directions 

of "upgrading of sports related 

lifestyle" and "sports consumption 

upgrading under the supply side 

reform".

On the Annual Summit, it will 

realize an overall expansion of 

the wideness and deepness of 

contents by prolonging the original 

half day to one day; on the other 

hand, the deep development 

of contents on sporting goods 

standardization process, national 

fitness market and consumer 

upgrading will bring deeper and 

more influential points of view.

On inviting guests, guests' 

selection will be focused on the 

annual theme, key works of the 

Federation, as well as industry hot 

issues. Some from the Development 

and Reform Commissions, top 

E-commerce, leading sports 

brands, and investment agencies 

are expected to attend.

Preparatory Work for
China Sporting Goods Industry Summit 2017 
Steadily Carried onThe annual theme 
is defined as "Up to the New Level"
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The China Stadium Facilities 

and Construction Forum 2017 

(hereinafter "Stadium Forum") 

will be held on May 22, 2017 in 

Shanghai.

Compared with the previous 

three Stadium Forums, Stadium 

Forum 2017 will achieve a new 

upgrade and recreation, no matter 

of invited guests or topics for 

discussion.

The theme of the advent 

Stadium Forum is defined as 

"Upgrading · Constructing a 

new future" to respond to that 

of Summit.  On the occasion, 

the Stadium Forum 2017 will be 

divided into four parts of Stadium 

Policy Interpretation, Chemical 

Sports, Artificial Turf Commission, 

a n d  I n t e g r a t e d  S t a d i u m  i n 

contents.

The organizing committee 

will invite guests and visitors 

accordingly. Some related leaders 

from General Administration of 

Sport of China and Ministry of 

Education of China, departments 

from local Administration of Sport 

and Educat ion Commit tees, 

representatives from stadium 

f a c i l i t i e s  a n d  c o n s t r u c t i o n 

enterprises, project agencies, 

industrial standard developers, 

test ing  inst i tu t ions,  as  wel l 

as the soon set Artificial Turf 

Professional Committee of China 

Sporting Goods Federation, will 

all be present at the Forum and 

will witness the grand gathering 

of China Stadium Facilities and 

Construction Industry.

Upgrading · Constructing a New Future: 
Time to Hold Stadium Facilities
and Construction Forum Decided
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T h e  N a t i o n a l  S t a n d a r d 

Revise Seminar on Artificial Turf 

for Sports, organized by China 

Spor t ing  Goods Federat ion 

a n d  N a t i o n a l  T e c h n i c a l 

Committee on Sporting Goods 

of Standardization, was held 

National Standard Revise Seminar
on Artificial Turf 
for Sports Successfully Held 
in Nanjing

from January 18 to January 19 

in Nanjing, Jiangsu. Eighteen 

related persons in charge and 

technical representatives from 

art i f ic ia l  tur f  manufacturers 

a t tended  th is  seminar .  Mr . 

Wen Jia, the Deputy Secretary 

G e n e r a l  o f  C h i n a  S p o r t i n g 

Goods Federation, hosted this 

seminar,  and the Secretary 

General Mr. Luo Jie attended 

this seminar and also delivered 

a speech.
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 "Industry 4.0" is regarded as 

the "Fourth Industrial Revolution" 

g u i d e d  b y  t h e  i n t e l l i g e n t 

manufacturing industry. The 

former three industrial revolutions 

were based on mechanization, 

e lec t r ic i ty ,  and in format ion 

technology respectively. Now, 

the  acce le ra ted  immers ion 

between information technology 

and manufactur ing industry 

is  t r igger ing a far-reaching 

industrial revolution.

China is the largest market for 

sporting goods manufacturing in the 

world. It is impossible for the sporting 

goods industry in China to stay 

out of the new round of industrial 

revolution, for it not only relates to 

industrial upgrade and transforming, 

but also represents a new start point 

for competitions among countries in 

the future. Currently, China sporting 

goods industry faces not just the 

threats from Southeast Asian 

countries with their cheap costs, 

and also encounters with those 

developed European and American 

countries who are planning to seize 

the initiatives of manufacturing 

industry and are implementing the 

strategy of localization return on 

production lines.

The "SpeedFactory" program of 

Adidas Group is one of the signals 

of sporting goods manufacturing 

in Industry 4.0 in Germany. It has 

gained technical supports from 

"Industry 4.0 Automation" initiated by 

the German Federal Government. 

It will apply Cyber Physical Systems 

(CPS) and industrial robots to realize 

intelligent production in limited 

quantity and customization, so as 

to satisfy consumers' demands 

from various of markets in a higher 

efficient way, and bring back the 

production lines to Europe and 

America.

The core of Industry 4.0 is 

"interconnection", which means to 

tightly connect devices, production 

lines, factories, suppliers, products, 

and customers  together  by 

applying the vertical integration 

within enterprises, and horizontal 

integration among enterprises, and 

end-to-end integration between 

enterprises and customers.

To date, we have produced 

smart bracelets, smart bikes, and 

smart sneakers. In the future, 

most sporting goods might be 

the intelligent end products that 

maintain hardware, software, 

contents, as well as services.

On one hand, the intelligent 

sporting goods can act as the 

data collecting end that can collect 

users' data on physiology and 

behaviors and upload to Cloud for 

the convenience of user usage 

and management.

On the other hand,  they 

are characterized with unique 

recognition and can seize all 

details during the production 

process. Once information of all 

processes has been perfectly 

linked within enterprises, they 

can assist in production and half-

control each phase of production.

Business Mode of Integrated 

Customer Value

In the era of Industry 4.0, 

enterprises together with customers 

would have achieved end-to-

end integration focusing on the 

whole l i fe cycle of products, 

which means that customers 

can truly go into the design and 

production of products, instead 

of being restricted to the pre-

manufactured series of products 

by sporting goods manufacturers. 

The approaching consumption 

Main Challenges of 
Sporting Goods Manufacturing Industry 
in the Era of "Industry 4.0"
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trends for sporting goods must 

be customization. It is more than 

profi table and indicates that 

enterprises can adjust their own 

value creation activities more 

flexibly so as to bring about the 

target of "zero storage".

T h e  r e c o n s t r u c t i o n  o f 

business modes also includes the 

transformation of manufacturers 

to service providers. Intelligent 

sporting goods will continue to 

collect users' data and upload to 

Cloud. What the sporting goods 

enterprises should think over is 

how to expand and enrich the 

following services by applying 

those data, how to put forward 

with more complete sporting 

solutions, and how to innovate 

and get a charge out of services.

Moreover ,  a  t ighter  and 

even lifelong relation between 

customers and sporting goods 

enterprises may come into being, 

so that the brand loyalty might 

be leveled up greatly and the 

marketing methods may turn 

from product market ing into 

relationship marketing. Besides, 

those related data about users' 

body status and behaviors are 

as important to other industries, 

such as insurance. Hence, the 

future sporting goods industry 

might be involved into a wider 

trans-industrial competition.

An Open Industr ia l  Ecology 

System

The another goal of Industry 

4.0 should also conclude that 

enterprises may realize resource 

integration through value chains 

and information networks that 

devices in the intelligent factories 

continue to collect and upload 

data to the industrial Internet, and 

sporting goods enterprises, also 

with their suppliers, distributors, 

and related institutes, can achieve 

a high level information sharing 

and business collaboration in 

each process, such as R&D, 

m a n u f a c t u r i n g ,  a s  w e l l  a s 

operation and management.

Key Challenges

The process of stepping over 

Industry 2.0 - 3.0 to Industry 

4.0 could be hard for Chinese 

sporting goods industry, which 

requires an overall plan and route, 

integrated resources from the 

whole industry, and also technical 

supports and communications 

and collaborations from external 

industries. During the process, 

China Sporting Goods Federation 

will play a key role.

Standardization Is the Foundation 

and Key Point of Industry 4.0

Chinese spor t ing goods 

industry has been obsessed by 

standard missing, which mainly 

points to "standard for products" 

f o r  a  l o n g  p e r i o d  o f  t i m e .  

Leading standard should be the 

key strategy for implementing 

Industry 4.0, for it matters our 

power of discourse for Chinese 

spor t ing  goods  indus t ry  to 

influence actions or decisions in 

the future competitions.

Enterprises in large scale will 

lead the process of Industry 4.0, 

such as Xtep, who has launched 

related programs and attempts 

in intel l igent manufacturing. 

To real ize Industry 4.0,  the 

challenge lies far more with small 

and medium-sized enterprises 

(SME). Since they constitute the 

vast majority of sporting goods 

industry in China it requires a 

comprehensive knowledgeable 

and technical transformation plan 

to help those SMEs stepping into 

the value chain of collaboration 

network.
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Shanghai Rongtai Health 

Technology Corporation Limited 

(Rongtai Health) was listed in 

A-shares through Shanghai 

Stock Exchange on January 

11, 2017 at 9:30 a.m. It has set 

up the new layout of the future 

business pattern for Rongtai 

H e a l t h .   L a t e r  o n ,  R o n g t a i 

Health will work hard in both 

inner and external directions by 

speeding up immersing into small 

and medium-sized cities and 

deepening into the international 

markets, keep on the innovation 

o f  p r o d u c t s '  r e s e a r c h  a n d 

deve lopment ,  and  combine 

health and new technologies 

much closer, so as to sustain its 

core competitive strengths in the 

changing market.

Shanghai Rongtai Health Technology 
Corporation Limited.Listed in A-shares 
Started a Technology Future
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On January 17, Beijing Sports 

and Enter ta inment  Industry 

Group Limited officially signed 

Share Subscription Agreement 

with MetaSpace (Beij ing) Air 

Dome Corp., and also obtained 

more than 50% of its stakes. 

From then on, Beijing Sports and 

Entertainment Industry Group 

Limited officially concluded air 

dome manufacturing into i ts 

industrial system. Beijing Sports 

and Entertainment Industry Group 

Limited has been dedicated 

to "new-type sports park" by 

construct ing basic stadiums 

and operating all national sports 

indust ry ,  wh ich  has ga ined 

outstanding achievements recent 

years. MetaSpace (Beijing) Air 

Dome Corp., as a national high-

tech enterprise professional 

in air dome constructing and 

m a n u f a c t u r i n g ,  h a s  b e e n 

leading the domestic air dome 

constructing markets, taking up 

over 40% of market shares. This 

signing will further deepen the 

cooperations between the two 

large listed companies, and also 

integrate the ideology of "healthy, 

safe, and environmentally friendly" 

into sports park programs, so that 

no more fears to smogs for all 

Chinese and let's enjoy sports, as 

well as health!

Beijing Sports and Entertainment 
Industry Group Limited Together with 
MetaSpace Air Dome Newly Defined 
Stadium
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In order to implement the Made in China 2025 and the Healthy China 2030 initiatives, accelerate the 

industry of sports facilities and equipment industry in China and enhance the localization level of sports 

facilities and equipment, Miao Wei, MIIT Minister and Gou Zhongwen, GASC Director have recently signed the 

Cooperation Agreement about Promoting the Sports Facilities & Equipment Industry, as part of their collective 

efforts to move this industry forward.

According to the Agreement, MIIT (Ministry of Industry and Information Technology) and GASC 

(General Administration of Sport of China) will work closely together to establish the production-demand 

platform; promote the synergetic development of production, study, research and application; accelerate the 

popularization and application of domestic sports facilities and equipment; facilitate the transition, upgrading 

and healthy development of the industry. Efforts will be focused on the following fronts. I. To create a healthy 

environment, study and issue the policy and measure to promote the country’s sports facilities and equipment 

industry based on ice-snow sports, and build, improve, expand and apply the incentive mechanism; II. To 

establish the industrial alliance, take advantage of the coordinating function of both authorities, support the 

association-led industrial alliance consisting of manufacturing enterprises, user units and social groups; III. To 

improve the standard system, strengthen the preparation and revision of technical standards for sports facilities 

and equipment and the technical and internationalization level of domestic sports facilities and equipment; IV. 

To speed up the process of overcoming the shortage, support and encourage domestic enterprises to design 

a number of sports facilities and equipment that have proprietary intellectual property rights and meet the 

international advanced level; V. To strengthen brand construction, support the independent brand construction 

and cultivation of sports facilities and equipment; VI. To promote the “internet+sports” and encourage the 

sports industry service based on mobile internet, big data and cloud computing technology.

Following the principle of joint guidance, all-around promotion and work division, MIIT and GASC will rely on 

their own advantage resources to establish a long-acting cooperative mechanism of multiple channels and levels: 

first, to incorporate the preparatory work promoting the domestic sports facilities and equipment into the relevant 

program and planning and provide key support regarding industry policy and work deployment; second, to set up a 

leading group to study and arrange major events and guide and coordinate serious problems; third, to establish the 

information report and communication mechanism to timely report and discuss the progress made by both parties.

MIIT-GASC Cooperation Agreement 
about Promoting the Sports Facilities & 

Equipment Industry


